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NDAA opens NEW animal
welfare clinic in Barnstaple
(more on Page 3)
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INSIDE: Diana’s report • Lots of heart-warming rescue stories • Animal rehoming

Welcome!
When we met at last
November’s NDAA
AGM we promised you
exciting developments
in the New Year. As
you will see from the
stories in this issue of
the newsletter, we’ve
kept our promise…

Our new veterinary clinic has launched
in Barnstaple and it’s already proving a
huge success. Thank you again to Alan
Jacques of Market Veterinary Practice
and everyone else who has helped
make this clinic possible – it hasn’t
come too soon for North Devon’s
animals and people.
While reading, we’re sure you’ll enjoy
the usual blend of heartbreaking and
heart-warming animal welfare stories.
We’ve also got a great reader offer
thanks to a local animal artist.
Animal rescue and welfare doesn’t get
any easier in North Devon and I
sometimes wonder how we all find the
energy and time to do everything that
has to be done. But we do, because we
care. And as ever, behind many of our
stories there is a human benefit too. As
we keep saying, we may be an animal
charity but we also have a profound
effect on the well-being of local people
and the North Devon community.
Our completely voluntary work
wouldn’t be possible without your
support. Whether you work with the
animals, help us raise funds, donate to
the NDAA or help us in other ways I
must, as ever say a very big thank you.

mental suffering when things go wrong.
On one Sunday in March we collected
three stray dogs in separate incidents. We
discovered that each was microchipped
when we scanned them. It was then easy
A couple of recent incidents
to consult the database and get them back
involving cats demonstrate the
to their worried owners within half an
importance of microchipping for
hour. The owners were so grateful and
felines – and the potentially
relieved that two of them immediately
disastrous consequences of
putting collars on cats and kittens. decided to get their cats done too.
Read the following and you'll see
Taking some of the pain out of sad
why we beg cat owners to
circumstances
microchip their cats instead of
As Diana Lewis explains, microchipping
putting collars on them...
can make things a bit less painful in
sadder circumstances: 'In another case, I
was called to a cat that had been struck
On a bitterly cold February day Diana
and killed by a vehicle at Whiddon
Lewis received an urgent call to an
address in Yelland. A terrified cat was in Valley. The beautiful ginger cat, very
obviously much loved, had been placed
great distress, its foreleg was trapped
on the roadside bank where he was found
through its collar and it had a huge
by a lady’s dog. When I collected his
underarm wound. The caller had
body and scanned him I discovered that
managed to entice the cat into their
conservatory and Diana rushed it straight he was microchipped. I was then able to
to Market Vets where it was operated on break the sad news to the family that
owned him. Devastated as they were, that
immediately.
microchip at least spared them endless
hours and days of walking streets
Warm weather would have made
searching for a little cat that might never
things worse
The dear little cat is now recovering well have been found – so they'd never have
known that puss was now at peace.'
and is back with its owner. But as you

Please microchip your
cat – DON'T collar it

will see from the photo, a collar –
particularly a so-called elasticated safety
collar – can cause dreadful suffering and
injury. It's fortunate that this incident
occurred in cold weather. In warmer
weather there would inevitably have been
fly-strike and maggots as well as injury
and infection.

Just £10 for peace of mind and the
avoidance of suffering
Surely peace of mind and the avoidance
of immeasurable physical suffering is
worth just £10 of any pet owner's
money? We think so and we're sure you
will too. ■

Cheap as chips
Microchips are cheap (£10 each),
completely safe and avoid physical and

A call to Hartland in late December
led Diana and her animal
ambulance to a little white duck
with a badly broken leg. Did she
pull through from her injury? The
answer's 'yes' and here's
Snowdrop's heart-warming story…

Despite her serious injury, Snowdrop's
owners were reluctant to put her to sleep
because she was trying so hard to stay
alive and her ‘husband’ was desperately
trying to look after her.
Diana Lewis explains how she took
Snowdrop to Market Vets: 'They strapped
up her leg, gave pain relief and antiinflammatory drugs and said she must be
kept quiet and still in a warm place. So I

Can you
give these
cute cats
Loving new
homes?
At the NDAA we’ve
always got lots of
gorgeous animals that
need rehoming. Can
you help with either of
these feline sweeties?

For some days the little duck made little
progress and hope seemed to fade. But on
the fourth day in Diana's care, Snowdrop
began to eat again and preen herself.
After a week of care she began to hobble
a little. And three weeks after that Diana
was able to remove the strapping
completely and consider renaming the
bird Hoppy. It would have been more
appropriate given the way she was
getting around her pen!
Diana again: 'Progress remained slow and
the anti-inflammatories and heat lamp
remained essential during January and
February. Now that spring is round the
corner Snowdrop’s husband has been told
that his ‘wife’ will soon be home again
and that he'd better start spring cleaning
in readiness for her return. As we know,
convalescing wives can be very fussy.' ■

Can you offer him love and
long-term stability?
Black and white Bibs came
to us when his elderly owner
went into care. He’s so
missing her and her love and
desperately needs a new
home where he’ll be fussed
over and looked after. Could
you offer Bibs a quiet, kind
home?
If you can help us rehome
any of these (or our many
other animals) please contact
us using the information on
the back of this newsletter. ■

When a young man moved
from Manchester to live back
IMPORTANT: all NDAA
with his father in North
rehoming is subject to a
Devon, he was told on arrival
satisfactory home inspection.
that dear little ginger Smiley
wasn’t welcome and couldn’t
stay. That was when Smiley’s
heartbroken owner signed
him over to us. Smiley is the
sweetest and most loving cat.

Better late than never...

Diana and your
NDAA team
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Hello ducky!

took her home and made a pen under a
heat lamp. And then I just hoped.'

Apologies to all our readers for the newsletter being slightly
later than planned. Put it down to our busiest-ever Easter.
We’re sure you’ll understand why we had to prioritise the
animals of North Devon… ■
www.northdevonanimalambulance.co.uk
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Fire
heroes
Sunday 20 January 2013 saw the
NDAA dealing with the usual calls
to attend injured deer and other
wildlife, as well as two calls for
animals needing emergency vet
care by people without money for
vet fees. Then came the kind of
priority call that means everything
else must be sidelined...

While attending a serious house fire
on Forches Estate, fire crews had
rescued two dogs and a cat. Both
animals needed immediate veterinary
care. The cat had been removed
from the building totally unconscious
after inhaling smoke and firefighters
were administering oxygen therapy.
The dogs were traumatised and the
elderly collie, who was epileptic, was

suffering from severe shock and
blistering around its mouth.

Diana Lewis explains what happened
next: 'I rushed all three patients to
Market Vets at Pottington where staff
were standing by to hospitalise them
for further treatment.'
When Diana returned to the scene it
was one of total devastation and
social services were arranging
temporary accommodation for the
lady occupier with relatives.
'Her home was uninhabitable and
everything was lost,' explains Diana
sadly. 'But thanks to the Fire Fighters
her beloved animals were saved and
her tears of gratitude were humbling
when she'd lost so much. At least we
were able to keep her two dear old
dogs and dear old Baby, the 17-yearold cat, at our SCU to recover until
the lady was rehomed.'
Diana says the episode reminded her
once again how lucky we are in North

Devon with our wonderful fire and
rescue service, police, coastguards,
paramedics and other emergency
services. In particular, how, like the
NDAA, these services put animal
welfare as well as people's welfare at
the heart of their difficult jobs. 'I took
Baby back to the fire station to show
the officers that she'd recovered
against all the odds due to their care
and quick thinking; they were as
delighted as they would have been if
they had saved a human life or a
valuable building.'
Firemen don't like to lose a life in the
course of duty, be it a person or a
little cat or dog. Because of that,
three little animals are safe and well
and a lady who lost so much still has
her beloved little family. ■

Below: The NDAA’s Diana Lewis with three
of the caring firefighters who saved two
dogs and a cat from a burning Barnstaple
home in February (Picture credit: North
Devon Journal)

The NDAA's NEW
veterinary clinic
opens in Barnstaple
We’ve just opened a clinic in
Barnstaple for pets in need of
veterinary treatment whose
owners can’t afford veterinary
fees. As announced at last year’s
AGM, the clinic, based on the
Pottington Industrial Estate, has
been made possible by the
generosity of Alan Jacques,
Director of Market Vets…

Run by unpaid volunteers
As for all our work, the new clinic is run
by unpaid volunteers. Our reception staff,
all chosen for their kindly, discreet
manner and understanding, are of very
high calibre and used to dealing with
many personal problems as well as loving
animals. Our vet nurse was trained by
Duchy Vets and all the veterinary staff
are fully qualified.

Fridays from 10 am to 4 pm
The clinic is currently open on Fridays
from 10 am to 4 pm, but this may well
increase as we are already very busy. On
Alan has generously donated the use of
our first day we saw two desperate
his vacated veterinary practice and the
owners with dogs that needed to be put to
services of a veterinary surgeon for one
sleep – yet they'd been unable to go to a
day a week. As well as Alan’s kindness,
Heather Hammond, a retired vet, has also vet because they had no money. On that
offered her services. And of course there's same day there was also an epileptic dog
and a cat with an inoperable tumour...
the generous legacy from Mrs Boundy
that has enabled us to set up this clinic. In
Free transport available
its first few weeks of operation we've
already seen how desperately needed it is Many of the clients seen so far were
unable to get their pets to the clinic
in North Devon.
themselves due to not having transport –

so we've helped them with our
ambulance... Many live in outlying areas
and have no money for transport.
Furthermore, you can hardly put a very
sick dog on a bus or have elderly people
trying to carry cat baskets to and from
distant bus stops. Our animal ambulance
with Diana can always be contacted by
calling 07817 995 751.
Speaking about the launch of the new
welfare clinic, the NDAA's Diana Lewis
said: 'As far as we can see, this clinic is a
necessity if we're going to save animals
from suffering and spare the owners from
desperate heartbreak. Yet again, we can
see how animal charity is directly linked
to the happiness and well-being of North
Devon people.' ■
If you need us, please call the number
on the back of the newsletter or just
turn up at the clinic between 10 am and
4 pm every Friday. No appointment is
needed, but please be prepared to be
patient because demand will be high.

Sunday 21 April 2013
Market Vets Open Day and
Barbecue with the NDAA
River View Commercial Centre
Riverside Rd
Pottington Business Park
Barnstaple EX31 1QN

An unmissable new sign (thank you to Simon Cobley at The Sign
Shop, Barnstaple – 01271 344 932) graces the NDAA’s new
veterinary clinic on the Pottington Industrial Estate
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Come and see the animals, meet the
team and look around the special
care unit.
Enjoy lots of fun and competitions.
NDAA Newsletter Spring 2013 3

Python in peril
Last November, Diana Lewis took an urgent
call from a young lady who'd taken on a
young royal python from someone with no
idea how to care for these creatures…
The snake's owner had put the python on a
heat pad in a vivarium so small that the
reptile couldn't escape from the direct heat.
Diana quickly got Joe De Witt, our exotics
specialist, involved. With help and

Betty’s ASBO
Ferrets Betty and Bacon, the well-known
and much-loved mascots of our
Barnstaple special care unit (SCU), live
in Hilton Hotel-style luxury. Every day
without fail, they don their harnesses and
go for their daily walk on the Tarka Trail
with dog-walker Jeff. They're a familiar
site on the path now, and cyclists,
tourists and local children all stop to say
hello and fuss the two little animals...

Jeff was panicking and near to despair
when he heard a tiny scrabbling noise.
Upon further investigation he spotted
two tiny legs hanging from beneath one
of the corner unit uprights connecting
the two cupboards. Betty couldn't go
any further up, but she couldn't come
down either.
The kitchen became a major DIY site as

medication from Market Vets, he returned
the python to health and its wounds healed
fully over the next three months. Being a
specialist in these creatures, Joe will find
the python a suitably knowledgeable new
home.
They may be snakes, but these creatures
suffer pain, distress and fear like any other
living creature and should only be taken on
if you have the knowledge and finances
needed to give them the proper care and
suitable environment they need. ■

Jeff and his screwdrivers made short
work of our units to rescue his beloved
Betty. When the work was done, Jeff
returned a tired but unrepentant Betty to
her cage with an anti-social behaviour
order from Diana – while Jeff spent
another hour rebuilding the kitchen.
Strangely, Jeff's smile hasn't been quite
as big as usual when Betty's name has
come up recently… ■

Help us rehome Jerry’s dogs
This story starts early one freezing,
snowy morning when a fire crew was
called to Ilfracombe where a dog was
trapped in a metal fence. The crew
had to cut the little collie free and
after its rescue it was taken to Market
Vets. Little Susie needed very
extensive surgery to save her leg, but
her owner couldn’t afford this. We
were asked us to take her on and, if
all went well, rehome her. Of course,
we agreed...

During weeks of surgery and treatment
Susie made steady progress and the
prospect of amputation receded. In the
meantime Susie’s owner had contacted
Diana and asked if we could help find
suitable homes for some of his other 16
Collies!

Back in the SCU, visitors and volunteers
also have great fun with the ferrets when
the duo aren't snoozing in their luxurious
apartments. And then there's the two
hours of exercise and fun-time the pair
enjoy in the SCU's kitchen every day.
They rampage around, pulling everything
off the shelves and generally behaving
like vandals. Then the devoted Jeff goes
in and clears it all up – time after time
and always with a smile.

Jerry is well known in Ilfracombe where
most people acknowledge his love and
care for his dogs. He’s one of those
truly genuine people who has taken on
animal welfare on his own and has
frequently been overwhelmed, but
struggled on.

Recently, however, Betty was missing at
the end of vandals' two hour rampage.

Jerry is getting older and his health is
not so good, yet he probably looks after
his dogs better than himself and is

Special offer for
NDAA newsletter
readers

The first two he gave over to us were
beautiful, well-mannered middle-aged
collies; it was a traumatic handover for
him and the dogs. Having effectively
lived as a pack for years they didn't
understand. They’d lost Jerry, their
home and their pack and certainly
needed each other. That left Diana very
concerned about who’d take them on as
a pair.
A week later, the dogs had settled and
were doing very well. Along came a
lovely Goodleigh couple looking for a
Collie. Diana told them the story and
they took both dogs for a long walk on
the Tarka Trail. Afterwards, they said
they’d come back and walk them again.
That’s how, two walks and a home
check later, both dogs went to a new
home together, from where we’ve had
nothing but delighted reports.

Responding to crisis calls from
emergency services and agencies is part
of our routine. Maybe an elderly patient is
admitted to hospital, leaving a pet alone
at home. Or the police rush someone to a
safe house or refuge, leaving animals
alone at a high-risk address.

Kind-hearted North Devon artist Lisa
Shelley has generously offered to paint
your pet and give the proceeds to the
NDAA.
These pictures would make a perfect gift
for someone special – including yourself!

Such events occupy much of our time. In
today’s fragmented society, so many
people have no close relatives nearby. Or
their only friends and relatives are
unwilling, or unable, to help. Either way

Lisa’s fee for a portrait is £25 and you
can contact her on 01271 883159 ■

www.northdevonanimalambulance.co.uk
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Anne’s at it again
Spring’s not even
sprung and Anne
Ashby is hard at her
good work again…

When a mum cat was killed on a road, three
tiny hours-old kits were orphaned. The owner
was distraught about losing her pet and
helpless with three mouse-sized kits
screaming hungrily. Diana was soon on the
scene for first aid with a hot water bottle and
goats milk before driving the babies to
Lynton where a calm, warm atmosphere
filled with kindness awaited.
Tony made coffee while Anne worked her
magic on the tiny threesome. When Diana
left, she did so knowing that the three kittens
were safe in the best possible place for any
little creature to be. Yet again, having this
wonderful network of people who are always
ready to help is one of the NDAA’s greatest
strengths – we’re so very proud and grateful
to all of you. ■

When Diana showed Jerry photos and
gave reports to him, he signed over two
more dogs. Although these two aren’t
best friends and can be rehomed
separately, they’re delightful with other
dogs and their behaviour is
impeccable.■
Can you help? If you can offer a
home to one of Jerry’s dogs, please
call 0781 799 5751 or 01598 740 603.

Responding to calls from the we’re increasingly left with the problem.
As well as caring for these poor animals,
emergency services

Would you like to immortalise your
beloved pet?
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constantly aware that their health and
protection from injury aren’t guaranteed
rights. So it’s down to us to help him
and the dogs. With this in mind, and
after much soul searching and
heartbreaking sleepless nights, Jerry
decided that he must part with some of
his beloved family – for their good if
not his.’

we also have to reassure the owners that
their beloved pets are safe.

Like all of animal welfare it’s a joy when
all goes well and the person can go home
to their pet. But it’s heart-breaking when
things don’t go well.
Please remember that unexpected illness
or accident can mean misery for your
animals as well as you. If you have no
other options, please ask for one of our
cards to put by your phone in case of
emergency. It could save you and your
animals lots of distress. ■

Update on Max the Chihuahua
In the last newsletter, Max the Chihuahua was
being looked after by Anne and Tony as he was
unsuitable for Kennels or the special care unit
while awaiting a new home.
After a number of home checks, Max went to two
different homes and bounced straight back. They
were lovely homes that really wanted him, but he
said a categorical NO.
Whenever we tried to rehome him, Max behaved
abominably, hated men, shouted non-stop and
pooed everywhere. Yet, back at Anne and Tony’s
he was fine, so yet again Anne has given in and
Max wins the day… Do you think he was trying to
tell her something? ■
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cameras were clicking. Most bemused of
all, and very cross, was the nowrestrained emu peeping out of the police
car's rear window. Diana takes up the
story:
'The intrepid members of the local ‘Bill’
had done a very good and not at all
inhumane job of containing emu, but
now we had to get her out of the police
car and into my animal ambulance.'

B'emu'sement on
Riddell Avenue
It was 7.30 am shortly before
Christmas (only the third call that
morning) when the police control
centre in Exeter asked the NDAA's
Diana Lewis to attend officers in
Barnstaple who were trying to
contain an emu that was
rampaging through traffic...

'An emu! If this is a wind-up,' exclaimed
Diana, 'I won’t be too happy.' The caller
insisted that what they'd told Diana was
absolutely correct. This was no wind-up.
Bemused police officers
On arrival at Barnstaple’s Riddell
Avenue, Diana found a police car, two
bemused police officers and a large
crowd of onlookers whose phone

Success of the NDAA
neutering programme
The NDAA runs a special neutering
program on a voluntary donation basis.
It makes so much more financial sense
for us to neuter your animal now than be
faced with a litter of kittens/puppies/
bunnies later...
Our constant and seemingly unending
battle against unwanted litters of kittens,
puppies and rabbits continues unabated.
Since 1 January 2013 we've spayed and
castrated 87 dogs, 74 cats and 15
rabbits – and at the time of writing we
haven't even reached Easter!
Diana Lewis says: 'Our neutering policy
remains one of our top priorities. A
constant stream of one- to two-year-old
8 NDAA Newsletter Spring 2013

A dangerous kick
Emus, although recently removed from
the list of animals covered by the
Dangerous Wild Animals Act 1976
(ostriches and rheas remain on it) still
pack an enormous and dangerous kick.
This one was not 'emu-sed' by the
prospect of being taken into custody and
put in a cell, or becoming a patient in the
NDAA ambulance.

The Media got wind of the story
Diana again: 'I was advised to take her to
our Misty rehoming centre and put her in
a quiet stable. While Pauline and I did
this, the media got wind of the story and
began arriving. By early afternoon we
had TV and press photographers from all
over the place on site.

Injection of adrenaline
The concerned farmer raced Scaredy Cat
to Market Vets in South Molton. At first
they thought the animal was already
dead, because his heart had just stopped.
But the veterinary team didn't give up
and they injected adrenaline directly into
his heart. Moments later, they were
rewarded by a feint heart beat (16 beats
per minute compared to a normal cat
heart beat of 80–100 bpm).

Back to her ‘husband’
It wasn’t long before the owners, who
were by now missing ‘Betty’, were told
and came forward to take her back to
where her ‘husband’ was anxiously
waiting.

Over several days of Market Vets'
intensive care, Scaredy Cat's condition
slowly improved. The physical bruising
to his hind legs and abdomen, plus
hypothermia followed by cardiac
difficulties, were only part of his
problem. His terror as a result of all his
experiences was even slower to respond
to treatment.

'As for us,' says Diana, 'we were left
exhausted and surprised that even after
all these years of animal rescue we still
come up against the odd “first”.' ■

The joy of a breakthrough
After several weeks of intensive
treatment by the vets, Scaredy Cat was
pronounced okay to move and Diana
took him home. But since he would only
come out from under his blanket when
no one was around, he needed a very
quiet, understanding environment. At
long last came the joy of a breakthrough
as Scaredy Cat came slowly out from
below his cuddle-rug and rubbed against
Diana's legs as she fed him. 'It was,' said
Diana, 'like winning the lottery'.

What to do next?
'Once again, “PC Plod” came to the
rescue,' explains Diana. 'With one move,
one of the officers had the car door open
and hoisted one very annoyed emu into
my waiting kennel – leaving his stabproof (but not 'emu-proof') clothing sadly
marked forever. And all was well? Er,
not quite, because we still had to work
out what to do next.'
After the short drive to Market Vets to
give the bird a check up and get advice,
the emu was proclaimed fine, but
somewhat traumatized by her adventures
among the stunned Barnstaple drivers
and her timely arrest.
animals comes our way. People who
have had cute, cuddly baby animals find
that money has to be spent on them to
keep worms and fleas at bay. What's
more, their growing-animal barks and
annoys neighbours when left for long
hours, or bites and scratches when
mishandled.
The problem never lessens
'The problem never seems to lessen. All
we can do is keep on with the work,
knowing that the animals we do neuter
make a huge difference to the number of
unwanted babies that would be passed
out if we didn’t – and that the health and
well-being of the poor little animals that
are constantly breeding is so much better
after we've had them neutered.' ■

100 Club results
Here are the 100 Club results for
January to March 2013.
Congratulations everyone!

January
No. 20, Miss K Dawson
February
No. 26, Mr J Sayers
March
No. 60, Mrs G Pollard

Scaredy Cat
chooses
Land Rover
Perhaps it was the sub-zero
temperatures and the temptation
of a few moments in the warmth
of a cosy place that made little
Scaredy Cat creep into the Land
Rover’s engine compartment as it
parked briefly in South Molton.
But it was certainly not wise, for
moments later the vehicle began
its journey to Gorton, near
Bishops Nympton, with the
unsuspecting driver now carrying
an extra passenger…

The driver, a local farmer, realised
something was amiss when he heard
terrified cries from under his bonnet
when he stopped after his short journey.
www.northdevonanimalambulance.co.uk
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When the driver opened the bonnet, the
terrified cat dragged itself out and crept
away under a big farm shed. That was
when the farmer called the vet and the
NDAA's Diana Lewis.
‘I set a cat trap’
Diana explains what happened next: 'I set
a cat trap in the hope of enticing the poor
creature from underneath the building.
For 3 days in the most appalling cold the
little mite remained unmoving and
without dismantling the whole building
there seemed to be nothing to help. Each
time anyone tried to reach it, Scaredy Cat
would drag itself to another position
under the floor.'
On the morning of the fourth day, the
farmer checked the cat trap and found
nothing. But when he peered beneath the
flooring, he saw that the little cat was
lying there unconscious; he was then
able to lift part of the floor and recover
the animal.

Our reason to keep going
It's cases like Scaredy Cat, where
everyone, from the farmer who kept on
caring and trying to the vet team who
worked as hard on that little cat as they
did, gives us the reason to keep playing
our part.
As for Scaredy Cat, he'll stay with Diana
and Mick for the rest of his life. ■
Editor’s note: see how Scaredy Cat’s
green-yellow eyes are a similar colour to
the famous Land Rover logo!

Are your contact
details correct?
Help us to keep you up to date with the latest
NDAA news. Please tell us if your contact
details change. Also, if you’d prefer to receive
your newsletter via email (as a PDF) rather
than in the post.
For any changes, or to receive the newsletter
by email, please contact Jane DennisSmither at the address on the back cover. ■
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up to make sure all our little patients
had a truly loving Christmas.
Likewise the Misty rehoming unit went
into Christmas mode with Pauline and
Tim making sure all our little felines
had a delicious turkey dinner while they
awaited new homes. As for those guests
with herbivore preferences, they feasted
on treats of apples and pears that had
been generously donated by the public.

DIANA’S
REPORT

Heartening rehoming
On the plus side we were so very
heartened by our rehoming. As always,
Christmas can be a very lonely time for
many, especially the elderly. Several
calls came in from friends or neighbours
of persons such as this, asking us to visit
and assess. The result? Joyful new
homes for five cats and two elderly little
dogs, and the gift of love for animals
and new owners alike instead of a lonely
sad Christmas. This is why we all go on
doing this and don’t let the sad attitude
of so many, who dispense with their
animals so casually, get to us or make us
give up.

Drama on Christmas Eve
Even on Christmas Eve, there was a
little 12-week-old Jack Russell pup
whose owners had decided they
'couldn’t cope with'. And so it was down
to Ali at our special care unit and her
team of dedicated volunteers to make
sure these sad little creatures had a
Christmas to match that of all the
beloved pets with loving homes. And of
course they did. The unit was decorated
and each animal had its own stocking
full of goodies. Although Ali, Jeff, Mick
and I were down to cover the Christmas
Day and Boxing Day shifts, we were not
surprised when other volunteers turned
6 NDAA Newsletter Spring 2013

Our volunteers stepped in
As always our volunteers stepped in.
Although at one point I wondered
whether I'd have to put animals in
drawers and cupboards, we of course
found safe homes for all. We've learned
over the years, and with the support of
such a wonderful network of supporters,
many of whom are professionals such as
vets, nurses and teachers, that we're able
to cope with any emergency. Of course
reuniting these beloved pets with their
owners when all was resolved was as
much a joy for us as it was for them as
they saw their companions safely home
again.

Water, water, everywhere...
Then there were the floods to deal with.
Across Devon, many people found
themselves in a very watery situation
over Christmas and the New Year.
What's more, many elderly (and not so
elderly) folk found themselves in
temporary accommodation where pets
weren't allowed – and these animals had
to be cared for somehow.
Calls came in thick and fast at all hours
of day and night. Social services, the
police, the fire and rescue service and
hospitals all asked us to accommodate
pets belonging to people who had to
leave flooded properties. In many cases,
elderly people even refused to leave
their homes unless their animals were
taken to safety.

Cats, clinic and seals...
Fifteen feral cats from Torrington have now
been trapped, neutered and returned to their
farm where they can no longer breed.
Plans for our new welfare clinic – so badly
needed in North Devon – are progressing
successfully. And RSPCA West Hatch has
rung to say our rescued common seal pup
has now been successfully released.

As January and February passed, the
calls came thick and fast from the
county's social services and bailiffs. It
seemed that the eviction of people from
their homes increased four or five fold.
In freezing conditions we were
collecting cats, dogs and rabbits from
traumatic and emotional situations.
There were families whose children
were crying because they were losing
pets. There were angry adults who were
going into accommodation that didn't
allow pets. And then there were
bewildered little animals with no idea
what was going on.
Fortunately we were there to take them
in, give them warmth and kindness and
find them stable new homes. There were
also many calls from estates where
homes are being pulled down and
rebuilt, where people are moved out for
months at a time and have left their pets
behind to fend for themselves. That's
when it's left to kindly people nearby to
call us – and to us to take the animals in.
www.northdevonanimalambulance.co.uk

Recent NDAA
rehoming successes
From top to bottom, the happy picture
story of our recent rehoming successes
begins with our front-cover stars Sarah
and Merlin. When we took brown
spaniel Merlin in for neutering before
finding him a home, vet nurse Sarah fell
in love – and so did Merlin. That ensured
one happy future.
In the case of two other little dogs, their
elderly owner died and they needed
someone to love and care for them. In
the short-term it was the NDAA’s Jeff
(right) and his colleagues. Now we’ve
found the cuddly pair a great new
permanent home.
Then there were two gorgeous Papillons
who were given up by an elderly
bedridden couple. We were unbelievably
fortunate when a lovely lady stepped in
to rehome them – in adored luxury.

Wildlife suffered too
Wildlife also suffered in the floods. We
collected many casualties, including
rabbits, hedgehogs, grass snakes, moles
and mice that were washed from their
winter hibernation quarters or otherwise
caught unawares. We took these straight
to the RSPCA West Hatch Wildlife
Hospital.

Pre-Christmas saw the usual
influx of unwanted animals
including cats, dogs and rabbits...
All the creatures, in fact, that were
going to interfere with people’s
Christmas festivities, such as
visitors, parties and going away...
Despite it being a regular yearly
happening we never quite seem to get
used to it and take it in our stride. The
emotional drain of taking in trusting
loyal pets that are cast out for people’s
convenience is something that I and the
team will never be able to understand or
come to terms with.

The calls that keep us going
In between the trouble and trauma come the
calls that keep us going. There's Bramble
the little puppy from Christmas Eve who
now has a wonderful new home. And the
dear little cat I was called to that had
collapsed and had an eye so infected it had
to be removed. It's now been chosen and is
in a permanent, safe and loving home.

Your lovely letters
And then there are the many kind and
lovely thank you letters we've received.
Sometimes our work seems just too much;
then, out of the blue comes the letter or
phone call that says we’ve made a
difference to someone and some little
creature. That's when we're reminded that
there's really no choice but to go on.

A young, energy-packed Dalmatian
urgently needed a new home with lots of
love and plenty to occupy his brain and
body. Just look at the adoring look on
the face of his new owner...
It’s not just dogs that find loving new
homes through us. We also found bunny
Bailey a new home recently. ■

As ever, thank you all.

Thank you all!
Special thanks go to these warm-hearted
bingo-playing Ilfracombe ladies (right)
and Codden Hill Equine Centre (far right)
for their fantastic fundraising efforts on
behalf of the NDAA. Support like this is
vital for our continued work for North
Devon’s animals. Thank you again! ■
www.northdevonanimalambulance.co.uk
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